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3all, Van ha, Coleyearn
Mi-American honors
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu.edu
e University's men's and women's swim

finished the 2006 season in the top 20 in
ifor the third straight year as the women
sth and the men finished 16th at the 2006
I'AA Division II Championships at the lUPUI
iurn in Indianapolis on March 11.
I the four-day event, Seattle swimmers
d in multiple events, racking up four
tnerican honors and five honorable mention
.-American honors.
s year was the first time in SU history that
dividual, sophomore Chris Coley, earned
vision II All-American honors at nationley won the national title for the 100 fly
record time of 48.39 and came in third in

rewarding on multiple levels," said
gallery, Seattle's men's and women's
coach. "Every person participating on
1 level is there for a reason."
tg All-American honors was junior
U's first Division II female Allan- Gall finished fifth in the 100 fly with
of 56.80.
: two [Coley and Gall] embody what

Seattle University is all about and what it represents," Mallery added. "Both are stellar students,
and both are incredibly humble, giving teammates.
Their first reaction is to share success with their
teammates."
Mallery also noted the performance of sophomore
...

See Coley...page 10

National Championship AllAmerican Results
Coley- Ist

48.39

*

ie

Sophomore Chris Coley led the charge this year at the Division II National Championship
for the Redhawks earning two All-American honors one for his 100 fly finish and the
other for the 200 fly.

Women's 100 Flv
Gall sth
56.80
-

Men's 200 Flv
3rd
1:50.15

Coley

-

Women's 200 Fly
Vanha Bth
2:08.24

-

-

Three years in Iraq, has the public lost interest?
Three years into one of the most controversial engagements since Vietnam,
students feel that their opinions about the war are lost in the mix
Jennifer Willden
willdenj@seattleu. edu
Lillian Tucker
tuckl 881 @seattleu. edu
At many American universities, the Iraq war has fallen from
frontline interest. At Seattle University, the story is the same. In a
place that was once a hotbed ofrioting and political activity, passion about the war has gone cold. The reasons for declining student
interests vary, but the majority of surveyed Seattle University students agree they feel powerless against a government that intends
to stay at war.
"Who would listen to my opinion? I'm a 20-year-old college
student from Boise, Idaho. Who cares what I have to say?" says

Megan Lindley, a junior nursing major.
Other students agree.
"Complaining wouldn't matter. The current administration won't
pull out of Iraq," says John Cline, sophomore computer science
major.
It is not that all students support the war, this feeling ofpowerlessness to change the situation simply makes students less inclined to
attempt to get their voices heard.
With busy schedules ofwork and class, students already struggle
to maintain the balance. For most, staging a protest would simply
take too much time with few results.
"There's not really anything I can do. Except protests, but they
don't do anything," said sophomore Bridget Geraghty.
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See Student Perspectives... page 9

Associated Press

Tyler Mahoney/ The Spectator

191

Associated Press

(Left) Seattle University students protest the war in Iraq. (Right) U.S. military personnel disembark from a transport helicopter
in Iraq. Despite strong opinions regarding the war, many students are not compelled to take thierprotests to the streets.

This week The Spectator Editorial
Board examines the unfortunate tragedy of the Capitol Hill
massacre which occurred less
than two weeks ago. What, if
anything, could have been done
differently to avert this event.
See page 2
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Capitol Hill massacre was an unavoidable tragedy
On March 25, 2006 the most deadly, horrific and tragic event to hit Seattle
in 23 years took place just over a mile from Seattle University's campus.
The Capitol Hill massacre turned a national spotlight onto the eastern side
of Seattle, and has opened the floodgates for individuals looking to curb the
sale of firearms, enact stricter drug laws and enforcement, undercut alcohol
consumption and shut down the rave scene.
However, the fact remains, this was a random event, which could not have
been stopped. An unstoppable sequence of events was put in place the moment
that Kyle Huff, an unknown individual, was invited to a house party. No one
could have foreseen the events that took place early the next morning, and
no law, no regulation could have prevented this incident or an incident like
this from taking place.
Even with restricted gun sales, weapons will fall into the hands of unstable
individuals; no matter how stringent the anti-drug laws may be, illegal substances will find their way to people that want them. Underage and irresponsible drinking will continue to take place, and eliminating the rave scene or
refining dance party laws will only create more dangerous situations in which
groups of people will break the law.
What happened on that fateful morning was an unfortunate and tragic incident; however, it is not incomprehensible that things like this happen. This
event, which has put a negative light on the Capitol Hill area, could have
happened at any time, at any place and there is nothing that could have been
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or explore 3.u0p
tion/foster care. As a nation,
however, we cannot provide or
accept the option of killing as
a means of correction.
Plus, you show me a room
full of women who chose abortion and I'll see a room filled
with regret.
I know many will argue
that abortion's illegality will
not keep people from getting
unlawful abortions. Simply, a
major anti-abortion law will
dissuade a vast majority from
considering abortion. That is
for certain. A much smaller
portion of mothers will seek
out illegal, unsafe abortions.
It's true, though, that some
will do so.
I truly do feel terrible for
I the mother and child in these
Cagle Cartoons
cases, but it does not justify
decided by those who simply made poor
legal abortion. I mean, you don't
sexual decisions. By poor decisions, I
legalize armed robbery just because it
mean a woman should not put herself in happens anyway.
a position to get pregnant if she does not
The bill passed in South Dakota may
wish to have or cannot afford to support need some refinements, but it contains far
a baby. I don't imagine I have to tell you more good than bad. If our country can
that there are alternatives to abortion almove toward respecting and valuing all
ternatives that I have no doubt the baby life, I think we're on the right path. At
would prefer. I know I would. I know any conception, a human body has begun a
person who enjoys life would.
non-stop process that ends in death.With
So, is it unconstitutional to outlaw this law, the idea is to hopefully ensure
the practice that enables a second, more that death will occur in old age.
devastating decision to be made on top
People, without using graphic images
of an initial poor choice? One may arin public that young children might see,
gue that the decision is still a woman's need to stand up for the lives and future
right nonetheless. Pro-choice? OK, what of each person. Our government needs to
choice does the baby have? How about maintain the rights ofall people and there
people making the choice to engage in is none greater than the right to live.
sex irresponsibly?
Do you want to legalize a procedure
Well, it seems to me that the pregnant that could kill your kid's best friend bewoman excluding the aforementioned fore he or she even gets a chance to meet
has already made her him or her? How about a procedure that
exceptions
choice.
kills the next Abraham Lincoln or Martin
What follows is called responsibility. Luther King Jr.? No, thanks.
possiDiG,
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done to stop this, and there is nothing that can without a doubt ensure that an
event such as this will not happen again.
While this event was horrible, and we join with everyone in grieving the loss
of six innocent people and will pray for their families, it is not a news story
that should have been on the front page of newspapers every day for nearly
two weeks. Sensationalism has guided the coverage of this event, and it has
been at the expense of things that we can change.
Tragic events take place every day; both in our local community and across
the globe, yet their coverage does not take precedence in the mainstream media.
For example, the war in Iraq, which recently celebrated its third year anniversary, has almost completely been sequestered to the back of the national news
section. On March 26, the day that the Capitol Hill Massacre story appeared
on the front page of The Seattle Times, the only coverage of Iraq that could
be found in the entire newspaper fell on pages A2O and A2l. A story, albeit
devastating, of the senseless killing of six innocent people took precedence
in coverage over a war that has tallied more than 2,300 deaths.
The event that took place on March 25 was a horrendous and despicable
act; however, it was also random and seemingly not premeditated. Nothing
could have stopped this, and no safeguards can be constructed to ensure that
it doesn't happen again. It would be to everyone's benefit if we were to stop
dwelling on those things that we cannot change and cannot avoid, and focus
on the things that we can.

David Bernica
bernicad@seattleu. edu
South Dakota recently passed state
legislation which forbids abortion and
makes it illegal on all fronts. For some,
this comes as an overly aggressive motion that is clearly designed to rock the
1973 Supreme Court decision. Roe v.
Wade, regarding abortion. For others, it's
a step in the right direction. Many argue
that this law undermines women's rights.
I suppose if stopping a beating heart is
an inherent right then these people are
absolutely correct.
OK, before I continue, I must clarify
that I do believe that instances of rape,
incest and the health of the mother or
child should be considered exceptions in
anti-abortion legislation.
However, a mere 7 percent ofabortions
in the United States arise from such reasons. In the U.S., that leaves 93 percent
of the 1.31 million abortions per year

-

-

-
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More stringent gun control laws unnecessary
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu

I

Capitol Hill massacre raised multiple quesWho was gunman Kyle Huff, other than a
Montananrecluse who fit the all-too-familiar bill
of "an awkward and quiet guy who jList snapped"?
Is the rave community and, more importantly,
the population ofCapitol Hill at risk for future
attacks?
But at the same time, Huff's massacre has
drawn the attention of those looking to sneak
in and take advantage of a tragic situation. New
debates have arisen discussing the possibility of
reinstating the ridiculous, and now defunct, 1985
TeenDance Ordinance, which required promoters
of events to purchase $ 1 million in liability insurance and limit the ages ofattendees. The question
looms as to whether the rave scene, of which
many victims of the massacre were a part, will be
cracked down upon by the Seattle Police. Most
importantly and most alarmingly local critics
ofthe SecondAmendment are pointing to Huffs
massacre, the second worst in Seattle's history, as
Gun opponents must have much more faith in their govevidence that stricter gun laws are needed.
ernment
and institutional bodies than I do, especially after
There are many misconceptions regarding those who oppose
witnessing the pillage ofcivil liberties that has occurred since
gun control. Beliefs that they are rural, racist, rednecks, uneduthe September 11lh terrorist attacks. Ironically, it is Democrats
catedand Republicans, flourish in modern society.
those who should be most fearful of having to fight for their
The truth of the matter is thatthere is no exact face critics can
civil
liberties who tend to spearhead the assault on guns.
throw up on the television to represent the image of gun supportThis
country is at war, both abroad and within our borders.
ers. There are many, like myself, who are strongly opposed to
Another
terrorist attack is not something I even consider on a
the violence caused by guns, oppose the Iraq war, dwell in urban
daily basis, and fear of a thug on the street would not compel
centers, attend college, promote diversity and would not vote for
me to buy a weapon. It is my fear of our government which
George W. Bush in any circumstance imaginable.
While there are no problems with individuals choosing not to will make me inclined to purchase a firearm once I'm a collegeown a firearm, restricting citizens from attaining the means of graduated, tax-paying adult.
Historically, situations ofmass extermination by governments
protecting themselves is an unacceptable and unconstitutional
could havebeen solved had their citizens beenarmed. Wouldn't
act. Gun ownership, even if the person is a law-abiding adult,
has attained a certain stigma in society, which creates the sense
that gun ownership is somewhatofa sin. Critics are not grasping
the fact that there is a bigger situation at hand guns are not the The Second Amendment was created
problem, people who abuse them are.
to
not
Banning guns in an attempt to prevent the occasional highprofile crime sacrifices the security of the majority. The only
that
instance in which banning guns wouldbe truly effective would
be the destruction or disassembly ofevery single firearm on the
planet. That includes weapons possessed by police and govthe Native Americans or African slaves have been able to drive
ernments essentially by those who are considered to be "the
good guys." Guns are here to stay; to restrict their ownership or out their aggressors had they been previously exposed to guns?
to tighten laws on them just because a few individuals cannot Would the Nazis have beenable to slaughter so many Jews had
themselves together is unnecessary and will prove foolish they been protecting themselves?
ie long run.
During the Civil Rights Movement, there are multiple cases
do not own a gun and I have never fired one. As a result that showed black communities faced fewer assaults by the Ku
ot being a resident of the state of Washington, I cannot Klux Klan when they were known to have weapons on hand.
lly purchase one here. Ifanything, that makes me feel less In other situations throughout history and throughout daily life,
being the minority and having a weapon decreased your chances
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

give citizens protection against
criminals, but also those officials
govern them.

-

13

who support the Second Amendment paints a
different picture. It is, unfortunately, a stereotype
that has nestled itself deep within the underarm
ofAmerican society.
The Bushmaster semiautomatic assault rifle,
the pistol-grip shotgun, and the hundreds of
rounds ofammunition used to take six innocent
lives at a quiet blue house on East Republican
Street were not the problem.
The problem was Huff, an individual who
by the carelessness of government officials was
somehow still able to possess the guns he had
previously used to vandalize a Montana statue in
2000. The problem was the world Huffcame from
and the fact that he was allowed to go about his
"new life in the big city" unchecked, contributing virtually nothing to society without anybody
questioning his worth.
Would a gun prohibition have prevented the
Capitol Hill massacres? Nobody can say for sure.
Britain, which enacted their stringent Firearms
Act in 1997 that made it impossible for citizens
to legally possess guns, saw an increase in gun crimes in the
years following according to London's Sunday Times, from
1997-2000 they increased by nearly 2,000 incidents. Furthermore, because ofthe lack ofavailable weapons, criminals were
smuggling guns in from other areas ofEurope, leading to a huge
black market for weapons smuggling. Nobody can argue that
this makes the streets safer.
Gun restrictions do not work. Telling citizens that they cannot possess weapons makes many feel uncomfortable; whether
they will admit it or not, scores of these people are not afraid of
criminals entering their home or assault walking downthe street
they are afraid of their own government, and ofthe possibility
of not being able to protect themselves from those who claim
to be protecting them. This says far more about modern society
than a social outcast going on a rampage ever could.
The Second Amendment was created to give citizens protection against not only criminals, but those officials that govern
them. Anyone who keeps up on current events and thepervasion
of government into all realms of daily life would have trouble
denying this statement.
Despite the grief and anguish over a crime in our backyard,
Washington residents cannot let the massacre on Capitol Hill
change the rights Americans have one event that touches close
to homefor a few shouldn't lead to foolish, knee-jerk legislation
restricting the rights oflaw abiding citizens.
You don't have to be blood hungry to know the benefits of
legal gun ownership. When the revolution or the apocalypse arrives whichever comes first, because there's little doubt we're
due for one ofthe two in the next few years those who "morally
oppose" gun ownership will have a much hardertime protecting
and providing for themselves and for their families.
-

-

-

-

-

Athletic Department in need of major overhaul
Megan Peter
spectatornews@hotmail. com
We all received a surprising e-mail a
week ago stating the resignation of Wendy
Guthrie from her position as athletic director after only being at the job just short of
two years.
To many of us this decision seemed like
a shock, because at the pace Guthrie was
going it seemed like she would have been
here longer or at least long enough to follow through with the new changes that she
wanted for the department.
Though Guthrie is not specifying her
reason for leaving, one has to wonder if it
has anything to with the recent controversy
surrounding the resignation of beloved
men's soccer coach Peter Fewing, who cited
differences with the administration as his
reason for leaving. Could her resignation
also have anything to do with alumni pulling $300,000 from the $ 1.5 million that had
been donated to help with the refurbishing
of Championship Field after they learned
of Fewing's resignation?
Whatever the reason for her resignation,
it is not solving any problems, but causing

new ones.
If Guthrie was brought in to shape up the
athletic department, then maybe she should
have stayed and stuck it out. The changes
that she wanted made were major structural
changes and when large changes occur there
is always going to be some resistance.
There will always be people who are not
happy with the changes. But isn't that how
we achieve greatness by moving forward
and not by being static?
Large changes take time to implement.
They are not something that can be expected to be perfect in just a mere two
years. In order to have a solid athletic
department there needs to be consistency
and that takes time to cultivate and grow.
There are some things that we just need to
be patient with and let take their course as
time progresses.
In the past two decades we have not h'ad
an athletic director hold the position for
more than a few years at a time. While
Nancy Gerou, the current assistant vicepresident of Student Development, had
been athletic director longer than anyone
else during this time period, her time at the
job was broken up in between other athletic
-

directors. It also seems questionable that no
one has been able to stick with the job for
a long period of time.
How are we supposed to expect to have
a department that moves smoothly when
the turnover rate is comparable to that of
McDonald's? But maybe the days of staying at a job for long periods of time are
slowly coming to an end and this constant
change is something that we will have to
deal with.
But Guthrie is not the only one leaving the department this year, along with
Fewing who resigned in February, Paula
Montgomery, the cross country and track
and field coach left this past fall and Kevin
Eubanks, the sports information director
will be leaving at the end of the year.
To someone on the outside it looks as
though all the internal problems of the department that should have been solved were
not and now they have spilled over and are
causing more damage then they should.
So what happens next do we hire yet
another athletic director and hope that he or
she works out? Should the next person we
hire be willing to take risks that need to be
taken to step up the department to the level
-

the university claims itself to be at? Or do
we hire someone that is willing to keep
things at status quo, to smooth things over
so that no more major problems arise?
It seems as though neither one of those
choices has worked in the past and won't
work in the future. The university needs to
hire someone who is willing to do the hard
work, not only make the difficult choices
but follow through with them. But we also
need an athletic director that understands
the important bond there is between coaches
and the players and recognize how decisions affect that dynamic.
Our athletes are some of the best in the
region and the nation for our division and
we should have an Athletic Department that
supports them and has their best interests
at heart. We should have a department that
is so good that coaches want to stay with it
and not feel forced to move on.
But the only way that we are going to
have a department of that caliber is if
there is strong leadership able to make the
necessary changes, stay with it through the
good and the bad and recieve the necessary
support from the greater university community as well.
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Yet another member of the athletic Student
department resigns from position starts book
drive for
Kevin Curley
ciirleyk@sealtleii.edu

In another strange twist within the athletic
department, Wendy Guthrie resigned as
athletic director last week. Her resignation
was announced this past weekend, but she
will stay until May in a strictly consulting
position.
Guthrie stated that her reason for leaving the university is to pursue personal and
professional goals.
"Wendy has demonstrated a strong commitment to the mission of Seattle University and care of our student-athletes," Vice
President of Student Development Robert
Kelly said. "Wendy thought long and hard
about this decision this was not a last
minute choice."
Guthrie is the latest person to resign from
the athletic department this academic year.
Besides the recent departure of long-time
men's soccer coach Pete Fewing, Paula
Montgomery, the men's and women's track
and field/cross country coach, the men's
soccer assistants and Kevin Eubanks, the
sports information director, have also departed.
While there are apparent issues within
the athletic department, no one has gone
on the record indicating as such. Only Joe
Zavaglia, co-chair for the Championship
Field Redevelopment Project and 1971 SU
graduate, has shed some light on the issues
within the department.
According to an interview by John Boyle
of The Seattle Times, Zavaglia hinted at a
problem at the administration level, which
has caused many alumni to withhold or even
pull donated funds.
-

He was specifically quoted saying, "We
feel there's a problem that the university
needs to address...and until that problem
is addressed, some of the alumni don't
feel comfortable donating." What exactly
that problem was is still not known. The
Spectator was unable to reach Zavaglia to
comment on the apparent problem.
However, according to senior Nick McCluskey, former soccer player and communication major, the problem is that Fewing
is not the soccer coach.
"I think if Pete was reinstated or asked to
return, then you would see the support come
back to the school," McCluskey said in a
phone interview. "The alumni have decided
to hold their ground on this."
According to Seattle Post-Intelligencer
interviews with Fewing and Paula Montgomery, it seemed that Fewing was being
targeted by Guthrie and Eric Guerra, assistant athletic director. Montgomery also
noted that budget issues that may limit
recruiting and coaching options.
For Fewing the problem was maintaining a full staff of part-time coaches. Fewing also believed he was being targeted
by Guthrie and Guerra for possible rules
violations. While there are rumors of these
violations, limited official information has
been released by the university confirming
these reports.
While alumni continue to withhold their
support and show disdain for the university's handling of Fewing's resignation,
the administration has asserted that alumni
influence does not dictate the hiring or firing
of staff personnel.
According to Kelly, a new athletic director should be hired no later than July 15. As

non-profit
Canda Harbaugh
harbaitgh@seattleu. edu

Courtesy of Wendy Guthrie

Wendy Guthrie announced her
resignation this past week,
adding her name to the growing list of those who have left
the athletic department.
for the men's soccer coach position, former
UCLA soccer player Don Nelson has been
hired as an interim coach for the next 10
weeks. Kelly said there have been "amazing" candidates who have applied for the
men's soccer coaching position.
Also in the final hiring stage is the new
track and field/cross country coach. Interviews have begun and a decision is likely
in the next few weeks.

"Smoker's Pit" soon to be smoke-free

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

Mike Sletten (left), director of public safety, joined students, including
Nick Acosta (center) and Brandon Estrella (right) at the Smoker's Pit
Forum to discuss the effects of the state-wide smoking ban on campus.
Canda Harbaugh
harbaiigh@seattleu. edit
The roofed space with lighting, benches and large cement
ashtrays outside of Campion
Residence Hall means different
things to different people. To

some Campion residents, it's a
nice place to smoke sheltered
from the rain, it provides a communal atmosphere where you
can always bum a cigarette and
have a good conversation.
To others, it's a nuisance - the
smoke suffocates passersby and
-

floats into dorm windows on the
northeast side of the building.
The varying opinions toward
this "smoker's pit" may change,
however, since the Campion
Hall Council (CHC) dubbed the
space smoke-free, in accordance
with Washington state's smok-

ing ban.
"We've determined that the
smoker's pit is in violation with
the law," said Brandon Estrella,
CHC's sixth floor representative,
at a forum held Thursday evening in the Campion lobby. "We
need to address the issue because
fines can be incurred if a health
inspector comes here."
The law, which was passed
in November, bans smoking in
public buildings and vehicles, in
places of employment, as well as
within 25 feet of doors, operable
windows or vents.
While Campion's smoking
space is farther than 25 feet from
the front entrance, it is fewer than
10 feet from the fire escape and
several operable windows. The
school can be fined $100 every
time a person lights up there.
At the forum it was determined
that residents will be given leeway during the month of April,
with May 1 being the cutoff for
smoking near the building.
A temporary designated smoking area for Campion residents is
located in the fifth floor parking
garage in the Murphy Apartments.

See Smokers, page 6

In a world where one-fifth of adults are
illiterate and 100 million children are not
attending primary school, one SU student
is working locally to combat illiteracy
globally.
Chelsea Roberts, a junior liberal arts
major who transferred to SU just this fall,
is currently hosting a book drive that will
help developing countries build libraries,
schools and computer labs, as well as provide scholarships for girls.
The book drive began last week and will
continue until Tuesday. Roberts put flyers
up around campus inviting students to drop
offany used, preferably recent textbooks in
bins located at SU's bookstore and the first
floor of the student center.
"The bins are filling up, so I think we're
doing pretty good," said Roberts. "This
is a small school and we didn't have the
word out very early so pretty much any
[number of books] is good for the first
[book drive]."
Roberts is sponsoring the book drive with
the help ofBetterWorld Books, a non-profit
organization dedicated to promoting literacy
locally, nationally and internationally. She
chose to have the proceeds go to an affiliate non-profit, Room to Read, which helps
buildeducational infrastructure in India and
Southeast Asia and provides scholarships
for girls who wouldn't normally have the
opportunity to go to school.
Even students who planned on selling
back theirbooks can contribute to the cause
because many times the books that students
plan to sell back do not get them much
money from the SU bookstore. Also when
a new edition ofa textbook comes out, most
of the time the SU bookstore will not take
the book back.
"I had books from the last few quarters
that thebookstore wouldn't take back," said
Roberts, "so I ended up giving away about
nine books."
Once the book drive is over, Roberts
will box the books up and ship them to the
Better World Books headquarters in South
Bend, Indiana. There they will be sorted
some will be shipped to Africa for the
Books for Africa program, and the remaining books will be sold online through about
two dozen websites, such as amazon.com
and betterworldbooks.com/bookstore. One
hundred percent of the profits after cost will
go toward literacy programs.
Roberts decided to host the book drive to
get more involved at Seattle University and
plans on hosting more drives next year.
"I'm going to try to continue [hosting
book drives] until I graduate," said Roberts.
"It's a pretty good cause for not that much
time."
As of Tuesday 135 books have been collected, with six days left of the drive.
-
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Student receives coveted Truman
Kevin Himeda
himedak@seattleu. edit
Of all the students from all the colleges in all the states,
she had been chosen to go first. Emily James, junior political science major, entered the room, acutely aware of all the
eyes on her.
Six panelists were seated at a long table in the center ofthe
room. Typically composed of two or three public servants,
a university president, a former Truman Scholar, and the
Executive Secretary or the Deputy Executive Secretary, the
panel was free to ask her virtually anything they wanted that
would give them a better idea of the kind of public servant
she wanted to be.
The first question: did James think USAID, an independent
agency that provides economic development and humanitarian assistance around the world, was action-oriented or
policy-oriented?
James thought about it for a moment before answering that
she believed it to be more action-oriented, upon which the
panel member, who had worked with the organization, flatly
told her she was wrong.
The outcome ofher interview could make or break the opportunity she had been looking for; one which might make
all the difference in the realization of her dreams.
James grew up in Utah, attending Juan Diego Catholic
High School. After graduating in 2003 she came to Seattle
University.
"I had visited Seattle only once, before moving up here,"
James said. "I really liked the city and Pike Place Market
in particular."
Though captured by all the big city had to offer, events
soon turned for the worse.

Scholarship

"I was intimidated by the college
environment," James continued.
"1 was insecure about grades. For
the first couple of quarters here,
I hated SU and was considering
choosing another college or moving back to Utah."
During her three years here so
far James has grown increasingly
interested in women's rights.
"Emily is one of the most complete and well-rounded students
I've had," Dr. Maria Bullon-Fernandez said. "I got to know her a
bit more [which] helped me realize
that Emily is also interested in the
world around us; she is someone
who is interested in putting education into action for the common

James's interest in women's
Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator
rights were cemented her sophomore year when she volunteered Emily James, junior political science major, is Seattle Univerfor the Mexico Mission Trek. sity's ninth recipient of the Truman Scholarship.
While traveling in Tijuana, she
was hit with the stark realities of
ter. She hopes to attend Georgetown University for graduate
Mexico: from the discrimination against women to the lack school.
of housing and poor education. Her eyes opened, and she
"Ever since I was a sophomore in high school, Georgetown
realized what she wanted to do with the rest ofher life.
University has been a dream school for me," James said.
James returned to school and by the time she became "Georgetown has a program that focuses on both the theoretia junior, her transcript sported a 3.8 GPA with extensive cal and practical aspects of Foreign Service."
public service as a reading tutor for inner city children and
volunteer work at the King County Juvenile Detention CenSee Truman Scholar page 6

Fellowship winners focus on human rights, social justice
Megan Peter
spectatornews@hotmail. com
■

One student was out of the country when
applying, another was only given a week for
his application. But they overcame those obstacles and now join the ranks of fellowship
winners at Seattle University.
Two of the students, Shasti Conrad, junior
sociology major, and Ryan Rallanka, senior
sociology and English major, are recipients
of the first Humanity in Action American
Fellowship, an award that has only been
given internationally in the past.
Caroline Dennis, junior English and economics major, was also awarded a fellowship
as she will be participating in the Woodrow
Wilson Junior Summer Institute at Princeton
University.
"It's a good opportunity for the field that I
am interested in economics as it relates
to policy-making, especially on an international level," said Dennis. "It is also a good
opportunity to learn a lot in an academic
sense, but also learn a lot about what the
opportunities are as far as graduate school
and careers."
Dennis will be spending her summer at
Princeton with 29 other students, focusing
on the areas of economics, statistics and
policy analysis.
Conrad and Rallanka will also be on the
East Coast for their fellowship but they will
be in New York along with 18 other students
from around the country for the five-week
program. Upon completing the program, six
of those students will be selected to work
with human rights organizations in Berlin
from August through November.
"I like the premise of what the program is
about," Rallanka said. "It's a human rights
program looking at human rights violations
in our country."
Rallanka is currently the vice president
for Habitat for Humanity and has been
involved in many of their projects. He is
also a long time member of the SU Chapel
Choir, where not only is he a singer but he
also plays piano.
Along with being passionate about human
rights and music, religion is- an important
-

in Rallanka's life.
He is currently applying to be a Jesuit, but
ifthose plans do not pan out he would like to
be a teacher or something that will allow him
to "make a positive change in society."
He only had a week to prepare his application for the fellowship, but Rallanka credits
both Theresa Earenfight, associate history
professor, and Luke Green, fellowships coordinator, with helping him produce quality
aspect

knowing that there were 400 applicants and
that only 20 people got it and two were from
SU," Rallanka said.
Conrad, like Rallanka, was drawn to the
fellowship because one of her passions is
human rights.
"I am definitely interested in working with
minority populations that have tended to
be abused in a lot of areas, especially with
institutional racism and institutional biases

Left: Caro-

line Dennis,
Woodrow
Wilson
Junior Summer Institute

-

Photos courtesy of recipients

Right: Ryan Rallanka, Humanity in
Action Fellowship

Above: Shasti
Conrad, Hu-

manity in
Action Fellowship

all over the world," said
motivation to do things like public service
and human rights activism," said Green. "He
has both the background and the personal
motivation, so he was a great candidate for
this particular scholarship."
He was also grateful for the help that Jerry
Cobb, S.J., gave him when it came time to
prepare for the interview process and all that
he has gained from being at SU.
"I think it says something about the quality of education that is available here at SU,

Conrad is eager to be included in the first
group of students to receive this fellowship.
"It's really exciting," she said. "It's going
to be a fun experience, I think, to just feel it
out and set the trend."
Dr. Jodi O'Brien, chair of the Society,
Justice and Culture Department, wrote one
of Conrad's letters of recommendation.
"This fellowship seemed like an ideal fit
with her talents and interests and an excellent
opportunity for her to expand her learning

horizons while also making a difference,"
said O'Brien.
Conrad wants to take time offafter graduating and then continue her education at
graduate school.
"I would like to get a chance to travel right
after I graduate," she said. "I want to do the
academic stuff for a little while and then take
that background and go out and work with
people and really start to make those little
differences in peoples' lives."
Dennis, who was applying for her fellowship while she was studying in Bolivia during
the summer and fall of 2005, found out about
the opportunity from a friend who had done
it the previous year. After learning about his
experiences with the program, she knew that
it was something that she wanted to do.
"[What I am looking to get out ofthis summer is] what I can do and how I can best use
my next year of college and the time after
that," said Dennis. "My goal is [more] one
of discovery than one of accomplishment for
when I am there."
Dennis has been very active both on
campus and off, including working for the
Children's Literacy Project, going on the
Mexico Mission Trek and working with refugees at the International Rescue Center.
"I feel that there are a lot ofclubs on campus that are doing good work and it seems
like there might be some networking that
could be done," she said. "I am particularly
interested in connecting what I am learning
[as a business student] to the social justice
[activities] that are happening on campus."
Her time in Bolivia gave her the opportunity to see how globalization affects people
and lead her in the direction that she wants
to take her life.
"I'm drawn to situations where people
are carrying an extra burden because of the
system that they are under," said Dennis.
She, like other fellowship recipients, is
grateful for receiving this opportunity to
expand her knowledge in an area she is passionate about.
The Office of Fellowships is still waiting
to hear news on more fellowship recipients,
which is sure to come within the next few
weeks.
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Few places left for campus smokers James becomes
(continuedfrom page 4)

open forum, most of whom were
CHC representatives, floor RAs and
The CHC is still in the process speakers, with only two students to
of deciding what kind of smoking give input on the side of smokers.
Alvin Mangosing, Campion
shelter, if any, to build in place of
resident hall director, and Mike
the "smoker's pit."
Sletten, director of public safety,
The CHC began to discuss banning smoking in the area after encouraged residents at the foCampion residents raised concern rum to enforce the smoking ban
through self-regulation. Mangosabout the amount ofnoise and garbage attributed to people who loiter ing also stressed the importance of
there, as well as smoke coming into not making those who smoke feel
alienated.
second floor dorm rooms.
"We're hoping people understand
The CHC discussed the issue
the
rationale for the decision," he
in February and determined that
said.
"It's important to remind folks
not only was the area becoming
we're moving [the smoking
why
a nuisance, smoking there is now
We should educate people
area].
Floor
illegal.
representatives informed their residents that if they and let them know that it's about
were concerned with the area, they respecting people's place to live."
Even with that message, some
could sign their name on a "survey"
residents feel like they are beat the front desk.
"I didn't call it a petition because ing persecuted for their smoking
we weren't petitioning to have it habit.
On Tuesday afternoon residents
closed [to smoking]," said Estrella.
"Wejust wanted to know how many congregated in the Tea Garden,
north of Campion Ballroom, to
people thought it was an issue."
Over 200 students signed the smoke after some of them were insurvey. Assuming all signatures directly told to leave the "smoker's
pit" by three RAs. As residents lit
were from different Campion residents, approximately one-third of their cigarettes in the now-banned
residents believe the smoking area area, an RA said something sarcastic to the effect of, "Oh, this is a
is a problem.
The goal of the forum was for wonderful place to enjoy our lunch
CHC members to get community now that smoking isn't allowed."
The RAs tried to get the smokers
input to find an alternative smoking
to
leave the Tea Garden as well,
well
out
area, as
as figure
how to
make a successful transition. Only stating that it is less than 25 feet
about a dozen people attended the from the sidewalk. In actuality,
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But being accepted into the university and earning a Master's in
Foreign Service is not easy.
Then she heard about the most
prestigious award any university
student seeking a career in public
service can earn, given by the
Harry Truman Foundation.
Every year, universities from
across the nation hold separate
competitions to determine which
students to refer as nominees for
the award.
Such an award wouldbe perfect
for her. Approximately 80 finalists
are chosen as Truman Scholars,
and the benefits include special
internship and employment opportunities and $30,000 in scholarship
money.
Months later, after being chosen
as a nominee and then selected as
a finalist, she found herself sitting
at the interview she had spent so
much time preparing for.
"The other finalists were a lot
of fun," James said, describing
how she spent the remainder of
the day sharing their individual
experiences. "One girl worked
with refugees in Croatia for two

Att Workshops are
Microsoft Office

LAUV

Needheln
vow
KKfiff j/t/Mf
«CfJ7 with
resume:

years. Another had interned at the
White House."
It was a few weeks later that she
heard the results, via a phone call
from Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
The foundation had posted the
results and 75 students had been
chosen as winners. James was the
only studentchosen as a Harry Truman Scholar in the Northwest.
"Emily is always eager to help in
any way thatshe can," said James's
friend Kai Smith, sophomore political science major. "Her mind
never seems to be off the subject of
assisting others, and I imagine that
this is what the Truman committee
saw
a persistent dedication to
others."
James joins the ranks of eight
other Truman Scholars that have
come from SU.
A celebratory dinner will be
thrown by Fr. Sundborg the day
after the Truman Foundation has
its own celebration.
Yet, nothing has really changed
for James. She will to continue
reading to students at Bailey
Gatzert Elementary School and
plans on traveling back to Tijuana,
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there is no law or rule against smoking near a sidewalk.
"First they give us a designated
area to smoke, and now they aren't
going to give us any area to smoke
and then act like it's our fault,"
said Jack Trobaugh, a freshman
computer science major.
The general consensus seems
to be that smokers wouldn't mind
walking the extra distance if they
were provided with an alternative
area that has a roof and is well-lit
and safe.
Right now, the alternative is
outside in the rain or in the Murphy
parking garage, which some people
feel is unsafe.
"Sometimes I'll be up until three
in the morning doing homework
and I will come out here by myself and smoke a cigarette. I don't
feel safe going all the way over to
the Murphy parking garage," said
Jordan Ford, a sophomore communication and fine arts major.
Some believe that the "smoker's
pit" would not have become an
issue if it weren't for the noise
complaints and garbage.
But smoking would have still
been banned eventually in that
area as part of a campus-wide
effort to make SU coincide with
Washington's smoking law.
Sletten is in charge of revamping
the smoking policy and is still in
the process of reviewing the rest
of campus.
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would like to congratulate the
New Resident Assistants
for 2006-2007 !

Thursday, April 6 from 12:30 to 4 p.m.
Lemioux Library Green
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Nick Acosta
Holly Allar
Blaise Baldonado
Katie Carrick
Olivia Coleman
Ryan Crawford
Laura Drew
Rhiannon Dupree
Mallory Erickson
Michaela Farnum
Patrick Gahr
Jade Gan
Giday
Emily Griffin
Felicia Hall
Mary Hamilton
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Vi Nquven
Ofiong Okon
James Okullo
Julie Oxenhandler
Servando Patlan
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Matt Pierson
Charles Risner
Job Romo
Garrett Sakimae
Lauren Savage
Sakshi Sharma
Sarah Shives
Beth Ann Simpson
Pauline Torella
BreAnne Weber
Christine Whaley
Whitney WhitWOrth

OmarHarb
JaCOb Hill
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Master specific skills (e.g., mediation, negotiation,
communication, reflective practice) to manage,
transition, or resolve disputes.
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When: April 19th, 2006
Who: Call Staff Sergeant Ramsey, 206-324-3437
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Space Shuttle mission
A/XS/t astronaut and now
President and CEO ofThe
Museum of Flight, Dr. Bonnie
I Dunbar invites you to join
her in celebrating the 45tb
anniversary of the first human
space flight and the 25th
anniversary of the first Space
shuttlelaunch on
/Apr/7 72, 2006: "Yuri's Night",
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Dr. Bonnie Dunbar,ref/redAMS/A/Astronaut
Prof. Don Btowniee, Stardust Principal Investigator
Dr. Robert Hoyt, fef/iers Unlimited
Prof - Adam Bruckr| er, UW Aero & Astro Chair
Dr. Tillman, UW Viking Mission
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Help celebrate the "Dream" of Human
Spaceflight Exploration and be part of the
generation that will keep that dream alive.
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criminal justice matters
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Study the connections between various forms oi
conflict (e.g., interpersonal, social, economic,
organizational, cultural, and global).
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information and application procedures,
please visil http://www.law.uoregon.edu/adr/masters/
or telephone (541) 346-3042
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Apply new knowledge, working closely with
faculty mentors, through internship and
professional project experiences.
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Buildskills t0 makea
substantial impact in a
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violence prevention
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Our program is accepting applications for 2006
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IRAQ: THREE YEARS DOWN A LONG, WINDING ROAD
A look back at the important events of
the past three years in Iraq:
March-April, 2003

-

An SU student
shares her
views as a
marine in Iraq
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—
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May 1, 2003
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Samantha Mitchell

mitchel3@seattleu.edu
Journal Entry March 20, 2003

I/We have been dodging SCUD missiles all
damn day. I lost count after eight of them this
morning. The first few weren't that big of a
deal to us; we couldn 't see or hear them, but
as the afternoon progressed we started having
toput on our gas masks and MOP gear. That
is what sucks the most: not knowing what is
in the bombs that are being dropped.
The bombs started getting a lot closer in
the afternoon. We could feel them hit and in
some cases hear them. I have never been
claustrophobic but with that gas mask on,
in 120 degree heat, it hit every panic nerve

Presidentßush delivers
a speech aboardtfie USS
Abraham Lincoln behind a
banner reading "Mission Ac-

(

complished. "/-J

U.S. and coalition forqjes invade
Iraq on March 20 anjd'occupy all
Iraqi major cities by April 9.
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The Iraq insurgency gains momehr
turn and leads to an increase in /
casualties of U.S. forces and Iraqi
civilians.
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The Abu Ghraib prison scandal becomes an international
news, with reports of prisoner abuse by U.S. soldiers.

'
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Iraqi police show off their ink-stained
index fingers proof that they visited the
polls to cast their ballot in Iraq's historic
parliamentary elections.
-

VI

That journal entry was from the first day of war,
according to my unit. I think for every unit that day
was different. It was written in a very complacent
manner, but in order to get through some of those
days you had to think about the stuff that was going
on around you (bombings, suicide bombers, etc.) as
not that big of a deal.

We all fought our own war over
there and continue to fight it everyday with what-ifs, and why
not me?

Ambassador Paul Bremer signs over
limited sovreignty, ending the formal
occupation.
-

2004-

>v

Saddam Hussein is captured on a farm near Tikrit.

The only way I got through all of the crap
today was to lie down in the bunker and try to
sleep (sounds bad, I know). I am to the point
that I didn 't care about the bombs, just let us
do our jobs so we can go home!

Feb. 2006

»*

\

The bombing of the Al Askari
Mosque, a holy Shiite site, sparked
an increase in sectarian violence
across Iraq. The violence led to fears
of an all-out civil war.

We had a job to do and it would be done at any cost.
We had the attitude going into this war that it would
only last a few months and then we would all go home.
How sorely we were mistaken.
I think almost everyday about where I would be if I
had stayed in Iraq. There is a sense of guilt that dwells
in almost everyone that I have talked to, including myself, who has served in Iraq and then left the military
with the war still going on. I don't think that the guilt
will ever go away, and I don't want it to.
We all fought our own war over there and continue
to fight it everyday with "what-ifs" and "why not
me?"
I remember calling my mother one night when I
only had a few months left in the military, crying
because I didn't feel as though I had a right to get out
and abandon something that we started. My mother
told me that there are other ways to fight the war. She
used the quote that the pen is just as mighty as the gun
(somewhat altered for the situation).
I was, at the time, registered in college on base, and
I made it my goal to finish my two-year degree in the
year that I had left. I was enrolled at a Jesuit college
on base, and when I left I decided to continue my
education at Seattle University.
The transitionback into the civilian world was, and
still is, not an easy one, but then neither was getting
my credits transferred to Seattle University from an
out-of-state university. Nothing ever comes easy.
I have absolutely no regrets about my experiences
in the military or going to war, good or bad. I learned
more during those four years than any university could
have ever taught me. It was the ultimate practical application course in life.

Students' perspectives on Iraq and how it relates to them
(continued from page 1)
However, senior Elisa Renouard sees it differently.
While pursuing two separate degrees in literature and
humanities, Renouard has also been active in the pursuit
of change concerning the war.
She just returned from Europe, where she spent 16
months studying at the University of Rome. She attended
several anti-war protests calling for the removal of the
U.S. military in Iraq. She is inspired by the release of
Italian hostage Simona Torretta, whom she met and spoke
with.
Renouard was amazed "to see how concerned she
[Toretta] is still and her commitment to the idea that the
U.S. should back out as soon as possible."
What was also amazing for her was to witness how
passionate many Europeans are about their opinions. In
the U.S. she feels "people are generally careful about not
offending others and are afraid to stand up."
Renouard also sees this trend in the news.
"You don't regularly hear my opinion in the media
because people are afraid to publish things that are offensive to 51 percent of the people those who voted for
Bush," she claims.
However, a sense of apathy is filling college campuses
in the U.S., not seen in other conflicts like the Vietnam
War. During that time students protested against the
government to end the war. Why is the student response
to today's Iraq war so different from the response to past
conflicts?
First, there is a lack of focus on the war. Some students
don't often read the news about the war and focus instead
on sound bytes of the number of soldiers killed.
Sophomore finance major Johnny Patrick Horgan is
skeptical of the mainstream media. While the Iraq War
remains a huge concern in his life, Horgan is careful not to
buy into any sensationalism of the very serious matter.
"I do stay informed, but I read with a cautious eye,"
he says.
For Horgan, it is important to pay close attention to the
unfolding of this conflict, both as an American citizen and

The current situation in Iraq

The Brookings Institute publishes its Iraq Index biweekly, providing information and graphics related to
reconstruction and security in Iraq.

Casualties

Iraqi civilians killed (estimate): 42,000-85,200
Iraqi military/police killed (since June 2003): 4,391
•US Military killed: 2,327
•US Military wounded: 17,381
•Other coalition members killed: 208
•

•

Economics
•US spending on Iraq reconstruction: $270.7 billion*
•Non-US pledges on Iraq reconstruction: $13.93 billion
•Estimate ofreconstruction spending needed: $35 billion

Quality

-

Lowell Silverman/Wikipedia

ROTC cadets on a training mission. SU's
program currently has 54 students learning leadership and military skills.

*From www.costofwar.com

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

A tribute at Seattle University, honoring
those who have died in the Iraq conflict.
because he has a sister in the Marines. He reads the general
news articles, but is wary of getting caught up in what he
feels is the entertainment of the front page.
"I don't pay attention to the sensationalism of the media, but I do read between the lines," he proudly admits,
"I'm skeptical".
Unlike Hogan, some students feel they do not know
much about the war and tend to devote little time to
studying international crises. The long distance of Iraq
from the United States also plays a role in this lack of
understanding.
"I care about the war as much as I care about any problem in a faraway country, people are dying in Iraq, others
starving in Ethiopia and the AIDS epidemic in Africa.
Something needs to be done, but I'm not in a position
where I can do something about it," says Cline, who would
like to make a change, but believes the distance makes
helping and knowing about these problems difficult.
Another reason is a lack of a tangible connection to the
war for most students. In the Vietnam War, young people
were being drafted into the war. But today, this is not the
case. Those who serve may not want to go to Iraq, but
they did choose to join the military.
"The draft has a lot to do with it. When their own life
isn't in danger they are less passionate about it," explains
Aaron Yoon, sophomore finance/marketing.
Multiple students surveyed agreed that reinstating the
draft would call them to action. But these students would

Demonstrations across the nation on March 19

AP Photo/Brennan Linsley

6, plays on the front
steps of Puerto Rico's Capitol building, where flag-draped mock coffins are
placed during a protest against the war in
Iraq, held on the third anniversary of the
U.S.-led war, in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Genesis Couvertier,

AP Photo/Rick Bowmer

Anti-war protesters demonstrate in
Portland, Ore.

ofLife Factors

•Life Expectancy: 61
•Percentage ofhomes with access to electricity: 98%
•Percentage of homes with access to piped water: 78%
•Iraq unemployment rate: 25-40%
•Number of independent media outlets: over 100
More information at: www.brookings.edu/iraqindex

obviously not want the draft to return.
However, for Reserve Officer Training Course (ROTC)
students the Iraq conflict is on many of their minds.
The ROTC program at SU trains reserve officers for
military service. The three-year program allows students
to attend college and receive monetary aid in exchange
for military service.
"We teach them the fundamentals of leadership," says
Major Andrew Franz.
The program currently has 54 students and enrollment
has remained constant in the last few years despite the Iraq
conflict. The number of previous ROTC students serving
in Iraq is unknown. Franz explained that once students
leave SU, there is little way to track who goes to Iraq and
who goes elsewhere to serve.

"I thought it was wrong for us to
go to war, but now that we are in
it we have to finish the job. I don't
support a withdrawal. If we did, it
would be worse than ever."
-Aaron Yoon,

sophomore

finance/marketing
The reasons for joining ROTC have shifted away from
the peace-time reason of finding money for college.
"This is not a naive group [of students]: they are fully
aware of what is going on," says Franz.
He believes that students are joining the program because they want to help the cause in Iraq.
However, for students who are not enrolled in ROTC or
have no direct connection to the military, the war is now
less important because it has become mundane. Each day
troops and civilians die in a war that seems unending.
"I think part of the reason students aren't spirited is
because the war is the same thing every day. Students are
immune to it now. Three years is a while," says Yoon.
In addition, some students at Seattle University who did
not initially support the war do nothing about it because
they believe we are stuck in Iraq.
"I thought it was wrong for us to go to war, but now
that we are in it we have to finish the job," says Yoon. "I
don't support a withdrawal. If we did, it would be worse
than ever,"
Finally, some students do nothing and feel nothing
about the war is because they are undecided about their
opinion of it.
"I don't not support it, but I wouldn't choose it [war]
either," says senior nursing major Stefanie O'Keefe.
While none of the students surveyed at Seattle University agreed with beginning the war, that doesn't mean all
people disagree.
Students' reasons for disengaging vary. However, the
truth remains that students today react to an unpopular
war differently than those of the past. Only time will
tell if this conflict becomes something students seek to
change or remain content to let it fade from consciousness
or pass them by.
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Softball Update
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Sports

High standards set after strong national performance
(Continuedfrom page I)
Anna Vanha, who followed Gall's lead, became the
second Dll Ail-American with an eighth place finish
in the 200 fly with a time of 2:08.24. Last year Vanha
held the number one time in the nation for the 200 fly
in Division II and currently holds the school record
for the event.
While the whole team did a phenomenal job, all eyes
seemed to be on Coley's performance. As a sophomore,
Coley has settled into his place on the team, taking
every advantage he can to mention the importance of
his team in his winning performances.
"Even though I had been to nationals the year before, I
was still nervous," Coley said in an interview two weeks
after his championship swim. "But the team supported
me a lot and it really helped me stay calm."
Besides being a double major in philosophy and
psychology, he also has consistently maintained a 3.9
GPA. Last year he was named Seattle University's Student-Athlete of the Year, which combines excellence in
athletics, academics and community service.
But talking about his phenomenal performances
doesn't quite fit his persona. He mainly focuses on the
accomplishments of the team and the influence they
have on him.
"Chris has high expectations of himself," Craig Mallery, men's and women's swimming coach said. "He is
not focused on the exceptional outcomes that may come
about, but mostly he is focused on the present."
Although Coley may not appear intimidating at
first glance, he is exceptionally driven. According to
Mallery, he is always working out ways in which he
can improve sometimes overanalyzing the different
factors going on around him, or what Mallery calls
"spinning."
-

paid off. He was awarded three high school
Ail-American honors and received offers
for athletic scholarships from top Division
I schools like the University of Texas. But
Coley didn't want to stay in Texas where he
had grown up.
"I figured I would send an e-mail to all
Division II coaches telling them about myself and my swimming accomplishments,"
he said. "Coach Mallery was the first to
respond to the message."
Mallery remembers getting the e-mail and
talking with Coley about coming to Seattle
to check out the school.
"I could tell just by talking to him early
on that he was a person that could really
succeed at Seattle University," Mallery
said. "He was a caring person, accomplished
athlete, and a great student, thoughtful and
open to a different training style."
Mallery was right on with his assessment. During his freshman year, Coley
trained with then senior Rui Ewald, an accomplished swimmer and student at Seattle
University. Both swam in the same events
and would often work off each other during
practices a key to Coley's success.
The training worked. Last year Coley was
the only freshman swimmer at the Division
II National Championships to finish in the
top eight for the 100 fly.
His seventh-place finish was exceptional
for an athlete of his age, not to mention it
was the highest any swimmer at SU had
finished at the Division II National Championships.
-

Emily Ray amiaphoto.com
/

FUTURE OLYMPIAN?

Despite having the potential for the Olympics,
So what happens after Coley plans on persuing his career in psychology.
He hopes to eventually become a university procontinue
"I will definitely
fessor.

to swim, but not at the competitive level," Coley said. "I'm going

focus on my academic and professional career."
Although his record shows Olympic
potential, Coley maintains that his goal
is to be a psychologist and eventually
become a university professor.
Preparing for the Olympics means he
would have to sacrifice his academic
a trade-off he isn't willing to
goals
make.
"Preparing for something like that is a
lifetime commitment," he said. "Technically I could use my national times to
Courtesy of Seattleßedhawks.com compete at the trials, but I would have
to maintain those same times in an
Junior Lindsay Gall (left) was the first female to earn
Olympic-size pool."
Division II Ail-American honors at Nationals, placFor now, Coley is focusing on geting fifth in the 100 butterfly. Sophomore Anna Vanha
ting back into the pool after taking two
(right) also received All-American honors when she
and a half weeks off after nationals.
Although he has been in the gym, he
placed eighth in the 200-meter butterfly.
hasn't jumped in, opting to rest after
the long four-month season.
EARLY ON
After spending spring break with his family in Texas,
In reality, Coley has not been swimming that long Coley is focused on training during the spring. But he
-just over 10 years. But during those 10 years he has did say he misses being at home, especially now that
his 12-year old sister has started competing in her age
spent countless hours in the pool improving his skills.
At age seven Coley first learned how to swim, and just bracket.
"Last month her relay team set a national record for
a year later he began swimming competitively.
During high school he spent five hours per day her age level," he said. "I would have loved to see her
training in the pool, not including time in the weight race, but the conference championship was going on
room. Although it made for a long day, the training that same weekend."

FAMILY TIES

to

-

One of the main goals this year set by Mallery was
to build a relationship with the alumni swimmers. Add-

ing alumni swimmer and NAIA All-American Luc Lamarche to the coaching staff was one of the changes that
have helped the team. Most days the alumni are seen
swimming in the pooj shortly after the team practice.
Mallery hopes that the alumni will serve as a support
to the swimmers and the swim program.
"We can't say anymore that we are a new team at
SU, we're a young team," Mallery said. "While we are
young we have had a formidable history that included
national NAIA champions Elliot Kolbe and Merceda
Rivera."
Standing in Mallery's office, you can see the success
he has had with his team. On the walls surrounding his
desk are Division II and NAIA Ail-American plaques
and the NAIA National Championship team picture. He
noted that he only has some of the plaques displayed
in his office, saying he doesn't have enough room on
the walls to hang all of them up.
"Just recently the men's and women's team were
ranked sixth in the nation for academic excellence and
named to the Academic All-American teams for Division II," Mallery added.
Mallery is hopeful that the continued successes of
his swimmers like juniors Gall and Ashley Best and
sophomores Coley and Vanha will elevate the name
of SU swimming. But it's not just about swimming at
SU, it's also about your academic. caree,r.which-Malle.ry
points out is strong within his team.
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Track picks up season pace
Joe Brown
brownj 34@seattleu. edu
There is an aura of optimism surrounding the Seattle University track team,
and they plan on earning the respect of
their Division II competition.
With three meets under their belt,
they have proved they are a team full of
competitors with ambitions of breaking
personal records and winning events.
"Our student-athletes, veteran and
newcomers alike, have demonstrated
an ability to balance their academic
workloads with a competitive training
schedule," said coach Mike Hill. "As

Tyler Mahoney / The Spectator

Junior Robert Renninger finished with a team-best time
of 4:04.56 in the 1500-meter
Saturday.
a result, their marks have improved to
a point where they should be competitive amongst the better student-athletes
within our conference."
In the first three meets, there has been
one second-place finish, seven thirdplace finishes and one fourth-place finish. While the team has yet to take first
place in an event, they are showing that
they have the potential to do so.
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The spring season began on Mar. 11
with the Peyton Invitational at Tacoma's
Baker Stadium. Due to the absence of
their distance runners, the men only had
three competitors in the meet.
However, the team recorded.its highest
finish of the season with freshman long
jumper Brock Jahner finishing second.
He jumped 20-8 Vt, his best mark of the
three meets.
On the women's side, their highest
finish came from freshman ShaTanya
Fernandez's fifth place finish in the shotput with a throw of 33-4 %, her shortest
throw in competition this season.
A week later, the team headed to the
University of Washington for the UW
Outdoor Preview. This meet featured a
similar sized Redhawk team, but still
yielded high finishes.
One in particular was the third place
finish by Charisse Arce in the 1500meter race. She finished with a time of
5:02.62, which was nearly four seconds
faster than her time at the Peyton Invitational and less than seven seconds slower
than her personal record of 4:55.68.
"Luckily the track season spans the
spring, so I will have April and May to
work up to beating my personal record,"
said Arce. "That is my ultimate goal
this season. I feel that I know a little
more about pacing [myself] and what I
am capable of, so I am pretty optimistic
about the season."
The team's third meet took place in
Bellingham on Apr. 1. This race included
the first appearance of the men's runners, who made their presence known.
Junior runner Robert Renninger finished
third in the 1500-meters with a time of
4:04.56. None of the other male runners
finished higher, yet they demonstrated
their ability to pose a threat to the com-

Tyler Mahoney/ The Spectator

SU kicked off its club baseball season last weekend with
three games against Eastern Washington University. Freshman Rand Lutomski (above) pitched during the second game
in Sunday's loss and senior Nate Zell (below) was catcher
throughout all three games over the weekend, Seattle now
stands with two losses and one win, Saturday (1-0,1-0), Sunday morning (4-1, 3-0) and Sunday afternoon (4-2, 3-0).

ence.
"What we lack in depth we hope to
make up for in quality, and while that
may not earn us any team titles this year,
it will give people reason to take notice."
said Hill. "Overall, I think each studentathlete will come away with something

Tyler Mahoney The Spectator
/

they can be proud of."
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SU Women's Softball Update
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu.edu

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES

WORKSHOPS AND CUSTOMIZED TRAINING
Leadership and effective communication skills

LIOS LEARNING ADVANTAGES
Small classes at convenient times
Experiential, hands-on learning
Nationally recognized faculty

SU baseball ends weekend
against Eastern with one win

petition.
They are a small team with only 32
members, but they are out to show they
are a force to be reckoned with in the
Greater Northwest Athletic Confer-

■
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Information Event
April 15 June 6
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improved their play, earning a record of 17-

As of Mar. 28, the women were ranked
With one-third of their remaining games
tenth in the NCAA Division II West
left to play, the women's softball team
Regional polls.
have built up a
In the recent
reputable season.
The beginning
in Turlock, CA,
of the season was
the women won
rough for the
three of the five
women, dropping
games. The two
eight out of their
back-to-back
first 15 games.
However, minus
losses were to
Sonoma State
a few speed
the
along
bumps
Joey Anchondo The Spectator
a
way, the women
anyOn
(20)
Brenda
Stice
and Jane
Sophomores
have lost only
(23 -21).
four games since. Purdy (17) have consistently contributed their The women's
next home
Sparked by the bats to the Redhawks' 17-12 winning record.
stand will start
sophomore home
run duo of Jane Purdy and Brenda Stice and this Friday at 2 p.m. when they host Saint
pitching by Erin Martin, the Redhawks have \A Qrtin 'c
/
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Law student plays

The evidence pointing to his success among
undergraduate students came a few days ago,
guitarist of The Dave Matthews when Giant asked a student purchasing the
Band who worked with him in album from him directly to send out an e-mail
the only non-solo track on Take telling what she thought about it after she'd
Me Home, the band-backed closer listened to it.
"She said, 'Oh, I've already listened to it; I
"Greyhound."
Take Me Home, which was have a burned copy. I justfigured I should pay
recorded almost entirely in a oneyou for one and support the music," Giant said,
day studio session, gives listeners smiling. "It's kind ofrunny to think thatpeople
a glimpse into the mind of a strong I don't know at all are burning my album."
and serious performer. Songs find
One chapter of Giant's life has come to an
end. The climax of the next is currently being
Giant alone at his piano, his powerful voice commanding the tracks written, as he proceeds through law school and
with grace and power unimaginable redefines the role ofmusic in his life, turning it
to thosewho have been face-to-face from a 13-hour-a-day career to a leisurely side
with his small frame and polite, project. Where the next chapter will lead him
and how it will carry over to his music is
reserved demeanor. From emolike
to
"Georgia"
anybody's guess.
tional laments
"I would have to be an idiot who hasn't
his smooth cover of "Desperado"
anything if I could say exactly what I
Giant's
of
learned
display
to "Greyhound,"
raw emotion is a refreshing breath
know is going to happen after another year of
school," he said. "I don't necessarily know that
of fresh air from the Seattle University music community, which it matters a whole lot what I do, as long as I
has been churning out almost keep being able to have an outlet in music, and
to record music and met some of
the contacts - including a former

Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu

-

At 28 years old, Ryan Giant has
already lived two very different lives.
A few years ago he was residing in
Nashville, Tenn., a young college
graduate finding his way in a city so
bound by music that even taxi drivers and waiters push their new songs
to anyone they come across, and the
visitors bureau proudly defines their

.

early 20s and already writing music
for daytime soap operas, it seemed
Giant had it all. Which is exactly

-

Giant, currently a second year student at the Seattle University School
ofLaw, is once again gaining success
as a musician only this time, he's
at center stage. His debut full-length
Ryan Giant's album Take Me Home is
album Take Me Home, came out in
ning success.
February, and the singing pianist has
reflect a sense of happiness based on his decibeen gaining popularity on the KSUB
charts and among the undergraduate population sion; "The Way You Sound" was written for
on campus.
a waterfall in Argentina that he visited while
Nashville
not
for
the
decision
to
leave
If
living there recently.
and return to his hometown of Seattle, it might
Currently recovering a broken thumb - until
have never happened. The album which, last week he had a full cast, which has now
aside from covers ofColdplay's "Clocks" and been downgraded to a splint Giant is known
the Eagles' "Desperado" is entirely original for his piano skills; though probably unaware at
material was written half in Washington, half the time, fans of daytime CBS soap operas like
in Tennessee. Despite a track order that masks "Guiding Light" and "As The World Turns"
this. Giant is aware of a differencebetween.
undoubtedly heard the music he composed
"The first song on the album, "32nd Avfor those shows during his year and a half
stint there.
enue," was the first song 1 wrote once I moved
about
As a student at Vanderbilt University in
[how]
to Seattle, and it's really a song
life,"
Nashville,
Giant
said.
he enrolled with little interest in
"1
maybe I just gave up my
left music, I left a career in music, I left a girl music writing course but was soon "bit by the
that. I was in love with in Nashville...What bug" and played in a band called Faded with
have I done? Did I leave that life behind a diverse set of musicians. After graduating
Vanderbilt and attending a school for audio
mistakenly?"
Songs like "Come and Go," written later.
engineering, he picked up the skills necessary
-

gain-

I left music, I left a career in music,
I left a girl that I was in love with in
Nashville... What have I done? Did I
leave that life behind mistakenly?

-

-

-Ryan

-

Belle

&

-

website says
he is number
six on the KSUB top 30 charts. The album
is available at Silver Platters record stores
and is prominently displayed in the Seattle
University Bookstore. He has sold at least
250 copies ofhis self-released, self-promoted
record whether online, through a merchant.
or simply by meeting a fan in person to sell
them one since it came out less than two

__^^^_—^^_——

-

-

Glant

at his web-

site, www.
Albums
can be pur$10.
for
iglant.com
sed at Silver Platters or in the Seattle
versity bookstore, but Giant really likes
fans to buy directly from him so he can see
who is listening to his music he can be
reached through his website. Fans should
stay on the lookout for Giant's yet-to-beannounced KSUB performance sometime
-

Sebastian pursue life with new album

European heritage. The title of the album,
however, lends itself to a deeper theme: that
wai 'denk@seattleu. edii
The Life Pursuit, of self-discovery. Admittedly, no band could
wear their funk have chosen a more archetypal theme, but
Belle & Sebastian originated in Glasgow,
heritage proudly, Belle & Sebastian approach the topic from a
Scotland in 1996. They have released seven
there's a gentle unique perspective.
fiill-length albums to date, including their most
Through their lyrical, story-telling songs, |
of tracks like
mix
recent The Life Pursuit, which hit US shelves
"Dress
You"
the
band asks question about making sense of
In
Up
and charts on February 7, 2006.
lifeand how "To Be Myself Completely." The
which utilize softThe seven members of B&S
Bobby,
er drumbeats and songs have upbeat melodies that are perfect
Chris, Mick, Richard, Sarah, Stevie and Stuart
to sing along with and dance to, and for this
produce a brand ofmusic that rarely reaches
reason, critics have called them "the perfect
mainstream radio. While contemporary
Sunday morning band."
singles range from pop punk nasally tones
Belle & Sebastian's new album is fun, to say i
to lush R&B beats and even bass-pumping
beautiful
and
the
least. The band has been making music for j
pie.
rap vibes, there is little to show in the field of Belle & Sebastian continue making great albums
but every album theyproduce shows |
years,
10
intriguing. Looking
"northern sour-influenced bands like Belle with their latest, The Life Pursuit
different
side of their indescribable sound, j
at
thetitles
of
tracks
a
& Sebastian.
versatile,
are
talentedand continuously
They
TheLifeJPursuit,
on
The band denies their"twee pop" label—a cite their roots in funk, styles of glam rock
and
teatime
themselves
as
one ofthe best indie bands
prove
brand of indie pop characterized by naivete, like David Bowie and classic rock like the phrases inciting religion, frogs
into
mainstream
media.
emerging
simple tunes and light lyrics—and prefers to Kinks.

j

j

Katie Warden

-

-
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If you're not laughing yet, it gets better.
Jim has returned home to have a personal
breakdown. He creates a collage of portraits
of writers who committed suicide on his
bedroom wall and openly considers killing
himself.

David Bernica

bernicad@seattleu. edit

/\mccK. s penormsncc 3cxs cis 3. microcosm of the film as a whole.
Steve Buscemi, famous for his role in the
Jim is depressing to watch and, as you
Coen brothers' Fargo, takes on his third dimay have gathered, his family doesn't add
rectorial assignment with Lonesome Jim.
too much cheer.
His first two films were met with
Anika and Ben even seem to
solid reviews and his latest effort
live a sad life. The difference,
received praise at a number of film
however, is that the mother and
festivals earlier this year.
child have not surrendered to
Lonesome Jim, like Buscemi's
sadness and defeat as easily
previous movies, is a small, indeas Jim.
pendent film centered on a leading
At one point in the movie,
male character who appears down
Anika pastes a smile to one of
and out on his luck.
the faces on Jim's collage.
Casey Affleck (younger brother
Scenes like these are few and
of Ben) and Liv Tyler {The Lord
far between but contain the rare,
of the Rings trilogy) play opposite
positive sentiment that one may
one another in Buscemi's gloomy
be able to get from the movie.
Lonesome Jim features some
Jim (Affleck) has returned to his
dark
humor. The movie even
small Indiana hometown after a Liv Tyler (left) and Casey Affleck (right) star
seems
to deliver a very faint
failed attempt at a writing career in in Lonesome
Jim.
about not giving up on
message
New York City. He refers to comStill,
life.
the message seems
ing home as a "burden" and a "last
too
faint
and
the
movie
too depressing.
to
to
Needless
say, we are hard-pressed
resort.
is gritty and
Even
the
which
film
quality,
catch Jim smiling. Anika (Tyler) and her son
His mother is an almost-too-nice smothdreariness
of
the movie.
dim,
adds
to
the
erer who seems secretly clouded by despair. Ben are rays of sunshine for Jim. Though
think
Buscemi
himself a
I
Though
proves
two
His father is detached and cold. His brother,
their effect is not initially obvious, the
director,
this
effort
tries
competent
simply
somberness.
who has two children, is divorced, has failed slowly make a dent in Jim's
Affleck, who will appear alongside Brad Pitt too hard and too successfully to convey
to accomplish his dream of becoming a cop,
and has attempted to commit suicide on in The Assassination of Jesse James by the sadness amidst a powerful plot that could
multiple occasions by driving into trees. His Coward Robert Ford later this year, is able have been used to promote human hope.
uncle, "Evil" (Mark Boone Jr. from Batman to portray and maintain a character who is The movie just doesn't allow the audience

Begins) sells marijuana from his trailer and
blackmails the rest ofhis family.

close to giving up on his life but has yet to
let go completely. Though his character is

Mel-vain-y: NYU grad tells his tale
Rob La Gatta

THURSDAY, 4/6
First Thursday Art Walk
Pioneer Square
7 p.m.
FREE

All-ages
FRIDAY, 4/5
John Vanderslice w/ Crystal
Skulls, Kelley Stoltz
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
8 p.m.

$10
All-ages

Salsa Dancing w/ Chris Donner
SU Leßoux Room (Student Center
160)

6:30 p.m-9 p.m.
FREE

All-ages
Sweet Honey In The Rock
Paramount (911 Pine St.)
8 p.m.

$22-$35.50
All-ages

SATURDAY, 4/6
Super Delux w/ Twink the Wonder
Kid, Explone
Chop Suey (1325 E Madison)
9 p.m.
$7

lagattar@seattleu.edu

author for themselves.
From the beginning, when he vows to not use page or chapter
Occasionally, a humorist pops into the eye ofAmerican popular
numbers,
readers can tell that Stein's book is the latter.
culture that provides a "different" view on humor. These individuThe
material
covered within the pages of "Hello, Friend My
als may not in themselves be funny, but the material they present
Name
Is
covers a broad range of activities: descriptions
Melvany"
the pet peeves, the "rules" for the world, their approach to conisolated
events
Stein's life growing up or during his college
in
of
frontation, and so on defines them as an individual and makes
as
well
as random musings on things like sleep, the
experiences,
the audience laugh, usually because of the awkward situations they
rain,
elevator
rides
and
strip clubs. And with the proper structure
lives.
place themselves in or the quirky things that happen in their
humor,
and
limitations
on
it could be funny.
Jerry Seinfeld and Larry David, co-creator of the "Seinfeld" TV
material
that
just doesn't feel right. The persona
There
is
also
Enthusiasm,"
"Curb
such
possess
series and star of HBO's
Your
to
build
for
himself
is constantly damaged when,
up
Stein
tries
and
them
brilliantly.
execute
qualities
nowhere,
out
of
he
mentions
the petite size ofhis obese
seemingly
And
not
or
this
of
humor.
everybody possesses
gets
type
Yet
those looking to reaffirm this fact need look no further than Jason roommate's sexual organs or the joy of excreting feces. He even
Stein, author ofthe new book "Hello, Friend My Name Is Melvany" talks of his nicknamed penis as if it were its own person.
It seems like Stein tries to make everything funny all the time. You
(Dorrance Publishing), Getting lost in tangents, silly rules for the
can
almost hear him, in an attempted Jerry Seinfeld voice, asking
world, absurd fantasies and stories that seemingly alternate between
truthand reality with little explanation indicating the shift, Stein has cynically, "And what's the deal with (insert noun here)?"
Stein is not a bad writer. He doesn't come off as stupid within
attempted a technique that is ridiculously difficult to master. Many
the
pages of "Melvany." He instead presents himself as someone
would argue that "You either have it or you don't." Unfortunately
who
simply cannot be taken seriously. This damages the arguments
for Stein, he passes deep into the realm of"don't."
that
he
makes and turns the entire book into a seemingly lavish tale
The concept for Stein's book was unique, though risky: a senior
of
self-indulgence.
attending New York University who locks himself in his room for
Readers cannot help but get the sense that Stein loves to hear
a week, skipping out on classes and social obligations, to write.
talk; so much, in fact, that he spent a week arming himself
himself
This is something many college students wish to do what could
with
material to talk his way through life. The only probenough
beat a week of venting one's thoughts?
lem is whether that material will be relevant, and
halffinished.
Stein's
But the final product seems sloppy and only
now those audiences who find it to be
told,
to
the
it
is
no
«V^
way
book is no story; there is no chronology
will move beyond the "So what?"
i
X
no
character development,
real description.
/
v vstage of a conversation.
aJ|v«NS,
\ft
This isn't always bad. Plenty of good work has been done
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Not a failure so much
in the unstructured fashion. But "Hello, Friend My Name
as
a misguided and
Is Melvany" gets lost in the preamateurish
attempt
tentious compulsiveness Stein
at book writing,
claims to be his personality.
"Hello, Friend My
Who is this boy to be makName Is Melvany"
ing such broad statements
is a prime example
about "rules" for
of why somebody
how the world
engrossed in the
works? What
life of college
busy
gives a college
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should
not attempt
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write
a book unright to impress
til
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On and off campus
events that'll make
your week spin.

-

-

21+

SUNDAY, 4/7
"Film, Faith and Justice"
Through 4/9
Seattle Pacific University (3307 W
Third Ave)
www.fHmfaithandjustice.com
MONDAY, 4/8
Stephen McCauley, author of "Alternatives to Sex"
Elliott Bay Book Co. (101 S Main St)
7:30 p.m.
FREE

All-ages
TUESDAY, 4/9
The Moisture Festival
Hole's Palladium (4301 Leary Way
NW)

3 p.m, 7:30 p.m.

$7.50-$2O
21+

'

fiff

•

WEDNESDAY, 4/10
J. California Cooper, author of
"Wild Stars Seeking Midnight
Suns"

Elliott Bay Book Co. (101 S Main
7:30 p.m.
FREE

All-ages

.

#

-

UPCOMING EVENTS...
David Sedaris

4124
Paramount (911 Pine St.)
7:30 p.m.

$22.50-$32.50
All-ages
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COFFEEHOUSE: Bent Writing

ASSU Voting Starts April 11!

7:30

Bistro
Queer Spoken Word

Keep your eyes open for candidate bios!

/T\

April 6
-Pi-iuio
n r
Coalition
tor Global Concern:
Peace and Human Rights Rally
-

+

@

QUADSTOCK2OO6!
It's coming...May 2

V/
>J-^

Vi

SEAC applications are now

Library Lawn 12:30-4:00 p.m.
There will be music and numerous speakers, including student and local
Seattle organizations. They will speak about the war in Iraq, immigrant
rights, women's rights, racism and the environment.

available (W, tliC vAL, residence

halls and the SF AC office

I

Applications due April 14.

Academic Salons
April 6:
Tattoos & Body Piercing Part 3
WyckoffAud. 12:15-1:15 p.m.

April 6:
Film Series: Slim Hopes
WyckoffAud. 7-9 p.m.

April 11
The Sun, The Self
Casey Atrium 12-1:15 p.m.

p
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ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY:
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WWW.SGU.EDU/OPENHOUSE
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StGeoige'sUiMraty
©

2006 St. George's University

Grenada and St. Vincent, West Indies
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CALL OR REGISTER ONLINE
1 (800)899-6337EXT280
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VISIT OUR OPEN HOUSE AND
DISCOVER WHAT A GLOBAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION CAN DO
FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
MEDICAL SCHOOL AND VETERINARY SCHOOL
OPEN HOUSE PRESENTATION
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

I

Sacred leart School in Bellevue
is looking for early risers
who enjoy playing with kids.
Successful candidates will be able
to pass a criminal background
check and are responsible,
energetic, enthusiastic, friendly
and enjoy working in a
professional manner with students
ages 5-13 for the Extended School
Services program. We are looking
for people who are available in
the mornings from 6:45-8:30

m

ADOPTION Fun, loving.
happily married Christian couple
desires to adopt. We can provide
a loving, nurturing and financially
stable home. If you're considering
adoption, please check our website: www.campstork.com or
contact our attorney (collect):
206-728-5858; ask for Joan and
fi' e #6699.
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thealy@sacredheart.org.
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Hiring DELIVERY DRIVERS.
All Purpose Pizza and Ale
House in Leschi, 29th Ave and S.
Jackson St.. 206-324-8646
°

etc.

well-behaved brothers
12 with special needs.
Must be responsible, kind, patient
and have a good sense ofhumor.
References required. Wedgwood
neighborhood. $ 18.00 per hour.
Please respond to nncybc@aol
com

I

JJj

|

as a substitute for our afternoon
program. Please call or email
Ted Healy at 206-799-6423

ages 16 and

RTr?7X^liT*lll

600

jfc

two active,
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400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

200
Housekeeping Job Available
$20/ hr Leschi Ridge area. Call
206-650-9565. Mark Greene

15

l™. Slelen Klein - LSAT sP e ".
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don'l
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study abroad with
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The Army's Health Professions

W^^BIIB

100% Tuition, Books and Pees
SI 279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Aiinv Officer

~

'

For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
office: (206) 242-9357
ceil: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: iyie.rasmussen@usarec.army.mil
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"II you are interested (n teaching ESL in the US or abroad, this is
the program for you! All of the class instruction ivas relevant and
really prepared me to be an effective teacher."
-From Nathan, a recent graduate
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SlnCe 1963 mOre thall 40 ' 000 StUCJentS
Semester at Sea. Visit us at www.semesteratsea.coiTi
email in!o@semesteratsea.eom or call 800-854-0135.
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School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103

206.781.8607 I www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com I

,

See your study abroad'advisor for assistance with
transferring your credits. Financial aid is available.
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Travel and Teach English!
a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks

online and evening classes on a quarterly schedule
Earn credits from Seattle University
credits may apply to Masters programs

WEStitaHSßm-

Come explore the captivating and inspiring cultures
o f Hawaii, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Malaysia,
.
n ,
Singapore, Korea, and Japan. Select from over 40 dynamic
and relevant courses and earn 9 to 12 semester credits
from the University of Virginia.
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Ereelnformation-Session! April 19, 2006, 7 p.m.—B p.m. at S-TESIH
intensive Casses begin Apri, 3, May X. and June 5

STESLinfo@seattleu.edu
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524-4915

Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
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Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
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] can answer any LSAT ques' ,let me Prove n Call now
for a free seminar:
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weekly help sessions and five
mock
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think an y° ne k ows mm
about this test, or how to teach
it , t | lan [ do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
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Campus

Photos and Interviews by
JennahTano

Voice

What is your stance on the Campion smoker's pit
issue, and do you feel that a change needs to be
made as far as its location is concerned?
"1 don't mind the pit, even as a resident of the second floor. As long as
people conduct themselves and aren't
too loud, 1 have no real problem
with it."

Hollis Wear, Freshman, History
In lieu of the Washington
smoking ban, Campion hall's
"smoker's pit"— a hang out
for socializing and smoking
"It was annoying at night because
will be moved or termithere would be people singing loudly
nated. As of May 1 no smokin the pit. It was more of the noise
ing will be allowed in the
that was a problem, rather than the
pit. Building an alternative
smoke. I don't think the placement
smoking shelter is a possibilof the pit is very good."
—

"I understand the concerns of the
non-smoking community, but at the
same time I think they need to find
an alternative facility. I don't think
it's within the RHA credo to remove
facilities and services from students."

ity, but not a certainty.

Kevin Jute, Sophomore, Accounting

"It's a good idea to relocate the pit
because it will help to bring a balance
between the smokers and non-smokers. It will create a better environment and enhance the overall atmosphere when entering Campion."

"I don't agree with banning smoking there all together. I don't mind
if people smoke there as long as
they follow the quiet hour rules."

Tina Leung, Sophomore,
Communication

Blaise Baldonado, Freshman, Psychology

Alec Unis, Freshman, Pre-Major

"It is better to rebuild according to code than to incur the
legal fines, which I assume
would be heftier than the costs
of the rebuilding process."

Sanja Kadric, Freshman, History
"Other than the fire
that was set off during
finals, I don't have a
problem with the pit.
I haven't been bothered by the smoke or
the noise."

Josh Sagadraca, Freshman,
Computer

Science

"It's ridiculous that they
would rather waste money rebuilding another pit.
Noise was supposedly the
problem with the pit in
the first place, so Public
Safety should get involved
and control the noise."

Abigail Wiechmann, Freshman,
Criminal Justice

